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SOME STRUCTURES INDUCED ON SUBMANIFOLDS
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§ O. Introduction.

In the present paper, we investigate some structures induced on submanifolds. In § 1,
we show that a submanifold M2n+l of codimension 3 in a (2n+4)-dimensional Euclidean
space admits so·called (f, g, u, v, w, A, fJ., v)-structure. In § 2, we get some sufficient condi
tions that an odd-dimensional Riemannian manifold M2n+l admits a metric f-structure with
complemented frames. In § 3, we show that there exists a submanifold M2n+l admitting a
metric f-structure with complemented frames in a (2n+3)-dimensional Sasakian manifold
S2n+3. In § 4,5,6, we consider invariant hypersurfaces M2n of M2n+l discussed in § 3 and
we show that there exists an almost contact hypersurface M2n-l of M2n such that M2n=

M2n-l X Mt. In § 7, we show that M 2n-l introduced in § 5 admits a structure which is
closely related to a Sasakian structure, and we determine the form of the curvature tensor
of M2n-l in order that the C-holomorphic sectional curvature is independent of C-holo
morphic section at a point of M2n-l. In this section, we have the main result of the pre
sent paper that if the Sasakian manifold S2n+3 is of constant C-holomorphic sectional cur
vature, then there exists a submanifold M2n-l whose C-holomorphic sectional curvature is
also constant.

§ 1. (f, g, u, v, w, A, j.l., v)-structure.

Let M2n+l be a differentiable snbmanifold of codimension 3 in a (2n+4)-dimensional
Euclidean space E2nH. We denote by P the position vector with initial point at the origin
of E2n+4 and the terminal point at a point of Wn+l and by C, D and E an orthogonal
triple normal frame at a point of M2n+l. IT we put dP=B then the Riemannian metric
induced on M2nH is given by

(1. 1) g(X, Y)=BX·BY,

the dot denoting the inner product in E2n+4. We have moreover

BX·C=O, BX·D=O, BX·E=O,

C·C=D·D=E·E=I, C·D=D·E=E·C=O

for an arbitrary vector field X of M2n+l.

We denote by J a natural Kaehlerian structure tensor of E2n+4; J2=-1 and by Q the
corresponding 2-form.

The transform JBX of BX by J is written as
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(1.2)
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JBX=BIX+u(X)C+v(X)D+w(X)E

where I is a tensor field of type (1,1) and u, v and w are I-forms of M2n+l.

Since JBX·JBY=BX·BY, we have from (1. 2),

(1.3) gUX.IY)=g(X, Y)-u(X)u(Y)-v(X)v(Y)-w(X)w(Y).

Since JC is orthogonal to C, JD is orthogonal to D and JE is orthogonal to E and
JC·D=!J(C, D) =-Q(D, C) =-JD·C, JD·E=-JE·D, JE-C=-JC·E,

we have equations of the form

(1. 4)

JC= - BU+}J)-/1E,

JD=-BV+vE-AC,

JE=-BW+p.C-vD,

where U, V and Ware vector fields and A, f1, v are functions of M2n+1. Since

JBX·C=-BX·./C=u(X) , JBX·D=-BX·JD=v(X) and JBX·E=-BX·JE=w(X),
we have from (1. 2) and (1.4)

(1.5) u(X) =g(U, X), v(X) =g(V, X), w(X)=g(W, X).

Applying J to the both sides of (1.2) and (1. 4) and taking account of J2=-1 and
(1. 2), (1. 4) again, we have

v(V)=1-A2-v2, V(W)=f1A,

W(V)=Af1, w(W)=1-f12-v2.

j2X=-X+u(X)U+v(X)V+w(X) W,

u(fX) =AV(X) - /1W(X) ,

v(fX) =vw(X) -;{u(X),

w(fX) =/1u(X) -:;v(X),

IU=-AV+f1W, IV=-VW+AU,

(1. 6)

u(U) =1-;(2- /12,

V(U) =P.V,

W(U)=AV,

u(V) =Vf1,

IW=-f1U+ vV,

U(W)=VA,

We call the (I, g, u, v, w, A, f1, v) -structure a set of a tensor field I of type (1, 1), a
Riemannian metric g, three I-forms u, v, wand three functions )., p., v' satisfying (1. 3)
and (1.6).

When the tensor field

(1. 7) SeX, Y) =[j, fJ (X, Y) +du(X, Y) +dv(X, Y) +dw(X, Y)

vanishes, where [f, f] is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with f, the (f, g, u, v, w,)., /1, v)
structure is said to be normal
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Now equations of Gauss and Weingarten of M2n+1 are
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(1. 8)

(VxB) Y=h(X, y)C+k(X, Y)D+t(X, Y)E,

VxC=-BHX+l(X)D-m(X)E,

VxD= - BKX+n(X) E-1 (X)C,

VxE=-BTX+m(X)C-n(X)D,

x, Y being arbitrary vector fields of M2n+l, where V denotes the operator of covariant
differentiation with respect to g, (VXB)¥=VBX(BY)-BVxY, heX, Y)=h(Y,X), k(X,
Y)=k(Y,X), t(X, Y)=t(Y,X) and h, k, t are the second fundamental tensors with
respect to C, D and E respectively, H, K, T being tensor fields of type (1, 1) defined by
g(HX, Y)=h(X, Y), g(KX, Y)=k(X, Y), g(TX, Y)=t(X, Y) and I, rn, n are the
third fundamental tensors.

Now differentiating (1. 2) and (1. 4) covariantly and taking account of VJ=O and
(1. 8), we find

(1. 9) SeX, y)=u(X) [fH-Hf] Y +v(X) [fK-Kf] yc,-w(X) [fT- Tf]Y

-u(Y) [fH-Hf]X-v(Y) [fK-Kf]X-w(Y) [fT- Tf]X

+ [l(X)v(Y) -leY)v(X) -m (X)w( Y) _L m(Y)w(X)]U

+ [-l(X)u (Y) +l(Y)u(X) +n(X)w(Y) -n(Y)w(X)]V

+ [m(X)u(Y) -m(Y)u(X) -n(X)v(Y) -1- n(Y)v(X)] W.

Thus if H, K and T commute with f and l=m=n=O, then (f, g, u, 'l.', W, A, 11, v)-struc
ture is normal.

§ 2. A special metric [-structure with complemented frames.

Let S2n+2 be the natural sphere of dimension 2n +2 in a EucIidean space W nH and
suppose that M2n+1 discussed in the last section is a hypersurface of S2n+2,

(We notice that S2n+2 does not posses an almost complex structure unless n=O or n=2.)
In this case, we choose the third normal E as - P, the initial point of P being at the

center of the sphere S2n+2. Then we have

(2,1) t(X, y)=g(X, Y), TX=X, m(X)=n(X)=O

in (1.8).
Now differentiating O. 2) and (1. 4) covariantly and taking account of f7J=O and

(1. 8), we find

(Vxf) Y=-h(X, Y)U-k(X, ¥)V-g(X, Y) W+u(Y)HX+v(Y)KX+w(Y)X,

(Vxu) Y= -h(X,jY) -Ak(X, Y) +Jlg(X, Y) +Z(X)v(Y),

(Vxv) Y= -k(X,jY) +Ah(X, Y) -vg(X, Y) -l(X)u(Y),
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(2.2) (P'xw)Y=w(X, Y)-tJ.h(X, Y)+vk(X, Y),

VxA=-h(X, V) +u(KX),

VX/-l=h(X, W) -vl(X) -u(X),

Vxv=-k(X, W)+f-ll(X)+v(X),

where w is a 2-form defined by

w(X, Y)=g(jX, Y).

We are interested in case in which A.=f-l=v=O, that is, JC, JD and JE are all
tangent to M2n+l. In this case, (1. 6) become

(2.3)

j2X=-X+u(X)U+v(X)V+w(X) W,

u(jX) =0, v(jX) =0, w(jX) =0,

fU=O, fV=O, fW=O,

u(U)=v(V)=w(W)=l,

u(V) =u( W) =v(U) =v(W) =w(U) =w(V) =0,

and consequently the set (f, g, u, v, w) defines a metric f-structure with complemented
frames by virtue of' (1. 3). In this case (2.2) become

(Vxf) Y=-h(X, Y)U-k(X, Y) V-g(X, Y) W+u(Y)HX+v(Y)KX+w(Y)X,

(Vxu) Y=-h(X,jY) +l(X)v(Y),

(2.4) (Vxv) Y=-k(X,jY) -l(X)u(Y),

(Vxw) Y=w(X, Y),

heX, V) =u(KX), heX, W)=u(X), k(X, W) =v(X).

Conversely, suppose that there are given, in an odd-dimensional Riemannian manifold
M"n+l with metric tensor g, two symmetric tensor fields H and K of type 0, 1), a 1
form l, a unit Killing vector field W, two unit vector fields U and V (U, V, W)
forming an orthogonal triple frame such that relations (2.4) hold, where w, h, k, u, v and
ware defined by

w(X, Y)=g(jX, Y), heX; Y)=h(Y,X)=g(HX, Y), k(X, Y)=k(Y,X)=g(KX, Y),

u(X)=g(U,X),. v (X) """g(V, X), w(X)=g(W,X).

We would like to prove thatCf, g, U, V, W) satisfying these conditions define a metricf
structure with complemented frames.

First of all, we notice that, W being a unit Killing vector field,
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w(X, Y)=g(fX, y)=g(P'xW, Y)=(/7xw)(Y)
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is skew-symmetric in X and Y.
From g(W, W)=l and the fourth relation of C2.4), we have w(/7xW)=O that is

w(fX) =0, from which

(2.6) fW=O.

From g(W, U)=O, the second and third relations of (2.4) and (2.5), we have, by
,covariant differentiation,

gCP'xW, V) +g(W, P'xV) =0, g(fX, V) +g(W,jHX) =0,

w(X, V) +w( W, HX) =0,

from which, w ( W, HX) being zero, we have

(2.7) fV=O.

Similarly from g (W, V) =0, we have

(2.8) fV=O.

Differentiating (2.6) covariantly, and taking account of the first and fourth relations of
(2. 4), we find

-heX, W)V-k(X, W)Y-g(X, W)W+X+j2X=O.

Since KW=V, HW=V we find heX, W)=u(X), k(X, W)=v(X), and
from which, we have

j2X=-X+u(X)V+v(X) V+w(X) Wo

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2. 1. Suppose that there are given, in an odd-dimensional Riemannian manifold
M2n+1 with metric tensor g, two symmetric tensor fields H and K of type (1, 1), a unit
Killing vector field W, two unit vector fields U and Y (V, V, W) forming an orthog01lal
triple frame such that

l7x W=fX (dejinitifJn of f),

({7xf)Y=-h(X, Y)V-k(X, Y)V-g(X, Y) W+u(Y)HX+v(Y)KX+w(Y)X,

(l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

{7xU=fHX,

KW=Y,

l7xY =-fKX,

HW=V,

"-where h, k, u, v and w are defined by

" heX, Y)=hCY,X)=g(HX, Y), k(X, Y)=k(Y,X)=g(KX, Y),
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v(X)=g(V,X), w(X)=g(W,X).

Then f, g, U, V, W define a metric f-structure with complemented frames.

§:I. Submanifold of codimension 2 in a Sasakian manifold.

In this section, we consider a submanifold M2n+l of codimension 2 in a (2n+3)-dirn
ensional Sasakian manifold 82"+3. Let (fP, G, ~,7) be the Sasakian structure on ,$2"+3. That
is to say, fP is a tensor field of type (1, 1), G is a Riemannian metric on S2"+3, [; is a

. vector field and 7) is a I-form satisfying

(3.1)

(3.2)

1/)2=-1+710[;, 0[;=0, r;ofP=O, r;(~)=1,

G(0X, fPY) +r;(X)71(Y) =G(X, Y),

Vxf;=0X, (VgtJ})Y=-G(X, Y)f;+7)(Y)X,

where V is the Riemannian connection of G and X and Y are arbitrary vector fields of
,$2n+3.

Suppose Tt: : M2"+1 --> S2n+3 is an immersion of an orientable manifold M2"+1 in 82";.3.

The tensor g defined on M2"+1 by

g(X, Y) =G(BX, BY)

is a Riemannian metric on M2,,+1, where B denotes the differential of the iinmersion Tt:,

and X and Y are arbitrary vector fields of M2"+1.
If C and D are two fields of unit normals defined on M2"+1 and V is the Riemannian.

connection of g, then the Gauss and Weingarten equations of M2,,+I can be written as

(17xB) Y=h(X, Y)C+k(X, Y)D,

(3.3) VxC=-BHX+l(X)D,

VxD=-BKX-l(X)C,

where (VxB)Y=Vnx(BY)-BVxY, heX, Y)=h(Y,X), k(X, Y)=k(Y,X) and h, k are'
the second fundamental tensors with respect to C and D respectively, H, K being tensor
fields of type (1,1) ddined by g(HX, Y)=h(X, Y), g(KX, Y)=k(X, Y) and I is the
third fundamental tensor.

The transform fPEX of EX by fP is written as

(3.4) tPBX=B.fX+u(X)C+v(X)D,

where f is a tensor field of type (1,1) and u, v are I-forms of M2,,+1.
We interested in case in which fPC and fPD are both tangent to M2"+I. In this case we

have equations of the form

(3.5) fPC=-BU, fPD=-BV,

where U and V are vector fields defined by g(U,X)=u(X), g(V,X)=v(X). We put:
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~=BW+",C+JtD.
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Applying i/J the above equation and to (3.4) respectively and taking account of the
above equation, (3.4) and (3.5), we find 11=0, x=O, that is

(3.6)

and

(3.7) j2X=-X+u(X)V+v(X)V+w(X) W.

Differentiating (3.4) covariantly and taking account of (3. 2), (3.3) and (3.4), we
have

(rxf) Y=-h(X, Y)V-k(X, Y) V -g(X, Y) W+u(Y)HX+v(Y)KX+w(Y)X,

(3.8) (Pxu) Y=-h(X, jY) +l(X)v(Y),

(Pxv) Y=-k(X, jY) -l(X)u(Y).

Similarly, differentiating (3. 6) and taking account of (3. 3), we find

(3.9) PxW=jX, heX, W) =u(X), k(X, W) =v(X).

From G(';,~)=1, we have g(W, W)0=1 by virtue of (3.6). Thus we find

(3.10) w(W)=l,

where w is a I-form defined by g(W,X)=w(X).
Since C and D are unit vector fields and i/JC and i/JD are both tangent to M2n+1, we

find

(3.11) u(V) =1, v(V)=1

by virtue of (3. 1), (3. 5) and (3. 6).
From (3.6), we have G(~, C) =0, G(t;, D) =0 and from which we can find that

(3. 12) u(V)=O, v(W) =0, w(U)=O.

Thus a set (I, U, V, W, u, v, w) satisfies all conditions of theorem 2. 1. Therefore

(3.13) jU=O, jV=O, jW=O

and consequently, (f, U, V, W) define a j-structure with complemented frames. Furthere
more from (3. 1) and (3. 4), we can easily verify that

(3.14) g(fX, fY) =g(X, Y) -u(X)u(Y) -v(X)v(Y) -w(X)w(Y).

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 3. 1. Let M2t1tl be a suhmanifofd of codimension 2 in a Sastlkian m.anifoJ,d
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..82nt3, and C, D are two fields of unit normals defined on M2n+I. If <PC and (j)D are both
tangent to M2n+I, where (j) is the Sasakian structure tensor of type (1,1), then M2ntl

admits a metric f-structure with complemented frames.

Moreover in our case, differentiating v(fX) =0, we obtain v(P'xf) Y= - ([7xv)fY.
Substituting (3. 8) into this equation, we have also

(3.15)

When the tensor field

HV=KU.

Sex, Y)=[f,f](X, Y)+du(X, Y)U+dv(X, Y)V+dw(X, Y)W

vanishes, where Cf, f] is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with f, the (f, g, u, v, w)-structure
is said to be normaL If we substitute (3.8) and (3.9) into the above equation, we have

(3.16) SeX, Y)=u(X) (fH-Hf) Y-u(Y) (fH-Hf)X

+v(X) (fK-Kf) Y-v(Y) (fK-Kf)X.

Thus if Hand K commute with j, then (f, g, u, v, w)-structure is normal.
Conversely, if (f, g, u, v, w)-structure is normal, then SeX, Y) =0 for arbitrary vector

fields X and Y.
From SeX, U) =0 and sex, V) =0; we easily obtain

(3.17)
jH-Hj=u(X)jHU+v(X)jKU,

fK - Kj=u (X)jHV+v(X)jKV,

and from which, transvecting with u and v respectively, we find

(3.18) u(Hf) =0, v(Hf) =0, u(Kj) =0, v(Kf) =0

by virtue of uoj=O and vof=O.
Since h and k are both symmetric and w defined by w(X, Y)=g(fX, Y) IS skewsym

metric, (3. 18) is equivalent to

(3.19) jHU=O, jHV=O, jKU=O, jKV=O.

Therefore Hand K commute with j. Thus we have the following

THEOREM 3. 2. In order that the (j, g, u, v, w) -structure induced on a submanijold M2n+I

he normal, it is necessary and sufficient that Hand K both commute with f.

§ 4. Invariant hypersurfaces - I.

Let M2n be a 2n-dimensional hypersurface of M2n+1 discussed in § 3 and suppose that
i : M2n ----+ Wntl is an immersion of orientable manifold M2n in M2n+1. W edenote by B
the differential of the immersion i.

We assume that the vector fields V and Ware tangent to i (M2n), the vector field U
is the unit normal to M2n and the tangent space to i (M2n) is invariant by j. Then we
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(4.1) V=BV', W=BW'

for two vector fields V' and W' of M2n,

(4.2)

for any vector field X' of M2n, and

u(BX') =0

fBX' = BrjJX'

for a tensor field ifJ of M2n and an arbitrary vector field X' of M2n. For simplicity, we
call such a hypersurface an invariant hypersurface with respect to V, W and u.

In this case we have seen [3J

r{J2X'=-X' +v' (X') V' +w' (X') W',

(4.3) 9V'=0, ifJW'=O, v'oifJ=O, w'o9=O,

where we have put

v'(V')=l, w'(W')=l, v' (W') =0, w' (V') =0,

v' (X') =v(BX'), w' (X') =w(BX').

Substituting X=BX' into (3.14), we easily see that

(4.4) g' (!/>X', t/>Y') =g' (X', Y') -v' (X') v' (Y') -w' (X')w' (Y'),

where g' is the induced metric tensor field on M2n, that is,

g'(X', Y')=g(BX', BY').

We now compute the expression S(BX',BY') for an invariant hypersurface with respect
to V, Wand u. We have

(4.5) S(BX', BY') =B{[t/>X', t/>Y'J -if{ifJX', Y'J -t/>[X', t/>Y'J +!/>2[X', Y'J

+dv'(X', Y')V'+dw'(X', Y')W'}

because of

du (BX', BY') =0, dv (BX', B ¥') =dv' (X', Y'),

dw(BX', BY') =dw' (X', Y').

Therefore, if a metric f-structure with complemented frames (f, g, u, v, w) is normal,
then the metric ifJ-structure with complemented frames (ifJ, g', v', w') induced on an invari
ant hypersurface with respect to V, Wand u is also normal. Thus we have

THEOREM 4. 1. An inr;ariant hypersurface with respect to V, W and u of a manifold
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with normal metric f-structure with complemented frames Cf, g, u, v, w) admits an normal'
metric if>-structure with complemented frames (if>, g', v', w').

From the first equation of (3.8) we can easily see that

dweX, Y, Z) =0,

where w(X, Y) =g(fX, Y) and X, Yand Z are arbitrary vector fields of the M2n+1. Using'
the relation

VBx'w(BY', BZ')=Vx'lp(Y', Z'),

where 9(X', Y') =g' (if>X', Y') and X', Y' and Z' are arbitrary vector fields of M2n, we
have

(4.6) d9(X', Y', Z') =0.

Next, we consider the sectional curvature with respect to the section determined by x r

and W' for any unit vector field X' orthogonal to W' and we denote it by p(X', W').
Then we have

(4.7) pCX', W')=-R'(X', W', X', W'),

where R' is the curvature tensor field of the hypersurface M2n.

On the other hand, using the first equation of (3. 9), we have

VBX' W=V'x' (BW') ,

jBX'=t'(X', W')U+BV'x'W',

where t' is the second fundamental tensor field for the immersion i and fT' is the"
Riemannian connection of g'.

Taking account of (4.3), we can see that T'W'=O, where t' (X', Y') =g' (T'X', Y'),
and

(4.8)

From (4.7) and (4.8), we have

p(X', W') =R' (X', W', W', X')

=g'(V'x'j7'w' W'-V'w'V'x' W'-j7'[x', w'JW', X').

Now

V'UT' (if>X') =17'1>X' w'+[W',if>X']=if>2X'+[W', if>X'],

[W',if>X']+f}[X', W']=(£'W'fJ)X',

where £, is the operator of Lie differentiation. Thus we have

(4.9) p(X', W') =g' (-flX! - (£'w'if»X', X').
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Since lftW'=O and f"x'W'=~X', we have rp=dw' and
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(4.10)

Also we have

£W'g'=o,

(£w'rp) (X', ¥') = (p'w'rp) (X', ¥') +rp(p'x' W', ¥') +rp(X', p'y' W')

= (r'll"rp) (X', ¥') -1 (p'x'rp) (¥', W') + (r'y'rp) (W', X')

=drp(W', X', Y') =0

by virtue of (4.6).
Thus we have

Therefore from (4.9), we have

(4. 11) p(X', W') =l-v' (X'h' eX').

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 4. 2. Let },f2n is an invariant hypersurface of M2.U with /'espect to V, Wand
u. Then the sectional curvature with respect to the section determined by two unit vector
fields lV' and X is equal to I-v' (X)v' (X'), where X' is orthogonal to W'.

\Ve can prove a similar theorem for the invariant hypersurface with respect to LT, W
and v.

§ 5. Invariant hypersurfaees - n.

First of all, we recall the equation (4.8) of the last section, that is,

(5.1) f7'x'W'=~X',

where 17' is the Riemannian connection of the induced metric tensor field g' from the
metric tensor field g and X' is an arbitrary vector field of an invariant hypersurface M2.
of M2.+1 with respect to V, Wand u.

We put

(5.2)

(5.3)

HBX' = BH'X +1:' (X') U,

KBX'=BK'X' +/1' (X') U.

Now consider the immersion p=7Coi: M20~ 820 +3, and denote by B* the differential
of the immersion p. The Gauss equation for this immersion is

. ~5. 4) (p'x'B*) Y'=g'(T'X', Y')BU+g(HBX', BY')C+g(KBX', BY')D

=g'(T'X', Y')BU+g'(H'X', Y')C+g'(K'X', ¥')D,
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a nd thus t', h' and k' are the second fundamental tensor fields of p.
On the other hand, substituting (5.2) into the equation HW=U which is equivalent

to the second equation of (3. 9), we have

(5.5) H'W'=O, r:' (W') =1.

Similarly from the equation KW= V, we can easily see that

(5.6) K'W'=V', /l-' (W') =0.

Differentiating IBX' = BqJX' covariantly along i (M2n) , we can see that

(5.7) (v' x'if» Y'=-k'(X', Y') V' -g'(X', Y') W' +v'(Y')K'X'+w'(Y')X',

(5.8) -h'(X', Y') +/l-'(X')v'(Y') =t'(X', rj>Y').

Next, differentiating V=BV' covarianrly along i(M2n) and using the third equation of

(3. 8), we can find that

(5.9) (V'x'v') Y' = -k' (X', rj>Y').

H the (f, g, u, v, w)-structure induced on M2n+l is normal, then by theorem 3.2, H
and K commute with f The condition that Hand j commute: (fH-HI)BX'=O implies-

(5.10) r:'(rj>X') =0, rj>H'-H'rj>=O,

and the condition that K and j commute: (jK-Kj)BX'=O implies

(5.11) /l-'(rj>X') =0, rj>K'-K'rj>=O.

Defining a vector field P' in M2n by

(5.12) g'(P', X')=r'(X'),

we have from the first equation of (5.10)

rj>P'=0.

Since rj>2p'=0, we obtain

P'=v'(P') V' +w'(P') W'.

On the other hand, since HW= U and r:' (W') = 1, we have w' (P') = 1, and therefore

(5.13) P'=aV'+HT',

where we have put a=v' (P').
Differentiating (5. 13) covariantly,we have

(5.14)

from which we can see that

v'x' P'=arj>K'X'+rj>X',

v'x'a=v'x' (v' (P'» =0 by virtue of (5.9). Thus a
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is a constant
If a=O then P' = W'. Therefore we suppose that a*O. In this case, if V'x' P'=O~

then applying if> to (5. 14), we find

(5.15) ak'(X', Y') +g'(X', Y')

=a[v' (K'X')v' (Y') +v' (X')w' (Y')] +v' (X') v' (Y') +w' (X')w' (Y'),

by virtue of w' (K'X') =v' (X'), from which, k' (X', Y') being symmetric, we have

v' (K'X')v' (Y') +v' (X')w' (Y') =v' (K' Y')v' (X') +v' (Y')w' (X').

Putting Y' =-c V' in this equation, we find

(5.16) k'(X', V') =k'(V', V')v'(X') +w'(X').

Substituting (5.16) into (5.15), we find

(5.17) aK'X'= -X'+ [(1 +ap)v'(X') +aw' (X')] V' + [av' (X') +w'(X')] W',

where we have put

p=k'(V', V').

Conversely, if K' has the form (5.17), then we have aif>K'X'= -if>X',
p'x' P' = O. Thus we have the following

that IS,

THEOREM 5. 1. Let M2n be an invariant hypersurface of M2n+l with respect to V, Wand
u and suppose that the f-structure with complemented frames induced on M2n+l from S2n+3

is normal. Then there exists a vector field P' on A12n such that 9P'=O. kloreover, in order
that the vector field P' is parallel, it is necessary and sufficient that the second fundam
ental tensor field k' has the form (5. 17).

In the case in which the vector field P' is parallel, M2n is locally decomposable [1].
Therefore, by the completeness, there is a hypersurface M2n-l of .M2n such that M2n=
lv[2n-l x M 1 and P' is normal to M2n-l. Since P' is parallel, we can see that M2n-l is a
totally geodesic hyp:rsurface of M2n by the Weingarten equation for the immersion
n:' : M2n-l~ M 2n.

Put =1__ P'=Q'. Then Q' is unit normal vector field to M2n-l and "-Q'=O andvI+a2 'I' ,

from which it can be seen that there exist a tensor field 1>* of type 0, 1) and vector fields,
V" and W" on Af2n - 1 such that

if>B'X*=B'if>*X*,(5.18)

(5.19) V' =B'V" +rQ', W' =B'w" +oQ',

a
where B' denotes the differential of the immersion n:' and T = vI +a2-'

and x* is an arbitrary vector field of M2n-l.
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Applying cf> to (5. 18), we obtain

if>*2X*=-X*+v"(X*)V"+w"(X*) W",

rv"+ow"=o,

-where v" and w" are I-forms defined on M2n-l by g*(X*, V") =v"(X*), g*(X*, W")
= w" (X*) and g* is the induced metric tensor field on M2n-l by g' (B'X*, B'X*)
=g*(X*, Y*).

Putting

(5.20)

_t W" = w* we have
r '

if>*2X*= -X*+w*(X*) W*, w*(W*) =1.

Since v'oif> = 0 and w'o if> =0, we can easily see that

(5.21) if>*W*=O, w*oif>*=O.

Thus M2n-l admits an almost contact structure (if>*, W*, w*). Therefore we have the
following

THEOREM 5. 2. Let M2n be an invariant hypersurface of M2n+1 with respect to V, Wand
u, and supPose that the f-structure induced on M2n+1 from 82n+3 is normal. If the second
fundamental tensor field k' has the form (5.17) and M2n be a complete orientable hyper
surface, then there exists an almost contact submanifold M2n-l such that

M2n=M2n-l X Ml.

We can prove a similar theorem for the invariant hypersurface with respect to U, W
and v.

§ 6. Invariant hypersurfaces -1II .

In this section, we consider again an invariant hypersurface M2n of a i-manifold with
complemented frames M2n+1 which is a submanifold of codimension 2 in a Sasakian mani
fold 82n+3,

If M2n is an invariant hypersurface with respect to V, W and u, then M2n is a sub
manifold of codimension 3 in 82n+3 and from (5. 4) RU, C and D are unit normals to M2n,
and t', h' and k' are the second fundamental tensors with respect to RU, C and D respec
tively.

In this case, if

t' (X', Y') = {3v' (X') v' (Y')

for a certain scalar function {3, we say that M2n is v'-cylindrical with respect to RU [2J.
When M2n is cylindrical with respect to RU, from (5. 8), we see that

h' (X', Y') = {3'v' (X') v' (Y')

hy virtue of the symmetric property of h', that is, M2n is also v'-cylindrical with I'CSJlCd
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.to C. From (5.8), we obtain
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(6.1) -t' (X', ¥') +v' (X')v' (¥') =h' (X', </> ¥'),

where v' (X') =t' (X', V'), ~d from which we see that if M2n is v'-cyclindrical with
respect tQ C, then M2n is~ v'-cylindrical with respect to BU.

Suppose that M 2n is v'-cylindrical with respect to BU or C. Then the equation of
Gauss is written by

(6.2) R(B*X', B*¥', B*Z', B*A')

=R'(X', ¥', Z', A') -k'(¥', Z')k'(X', A') -k'(X', Z')k' (Y', A'),

by virtue of (5.4), where Rand R' are the curvatue tensor fields of 82n+3 and M2n res
pectively and X', ¥', Z' and A' are arbitrary vector fields of M2n.

If 82n+3 is of constant C-holomorphic sectional curvature, then

R(5t, Y, Z,.4) = (c'+l) [G(Y, Z)G(X,.4) -G(Y, A)G(X, Z)J

-c'[7j(X) (7j(A)G(Y, Z) -7j(Z)G(Y, A)}

-7j(¥) {7j(A)G(X, Z)} -7j(Z)G(X, A)}

-G(tPX, A)G(tPY, Z) +G(tPY, A)G(tPX, Z) +2G(tPX, Y)G(4">Z, A)J,

where c' ia a constant and X, Y, Z and A are arbitrary vector fields of 82n+3.

In this case, setting X=B*X', Y=B*Y', Z=B*Z' and A=B*A',
we obtain

R' (X', ¥', Z', A') =k' (Y', Z')k' (X', A') -k' (X', Z')k' (Y', A')

+ (c' +1) [g' (Y', Z')g' (X', A') -g' (X', Z')g' (Y', A') J

·(6.3) -c'[w'(X') lw' (A')g'(Y', Z') -w'(Z')g'(Y', A')}

-w'(Y') lw' (A')g' (X', Z') -w' (Z')g' (X', A')}

-g'(</>X', A')g' (</>¥', Z') +g' (</>Y', A')g' (</>X', Z')

+2g'(</>X', Y')g'(</>Z', A')J,

by virtue of (6.2).

§ 7. ClQscly rel;lted subDlallifold to a Sa~~ manifold.

In this section, we assume that the vector field P' of M2n defined by (5. 12) is parallel,
then there exists an invariant hypersurface M2n-l of M2n such that M2n=M2n-l X Ml. We
investigate such an invariant hypersurface M2n-l of M2n.

First of all, substituting X'=E'X* into (4.4), and taking account of (5.18) and (5.
19), we have

g*(</>*X*, </>*¥*) =g*(X*, ¥*) - ;2 w"(X*)w"(Y*),
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that is,

(7.1)
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g*(q'l*X*, lft*Y*) =g*(X*, Y*) -w*(X*)w*(Y*).

Thus M2n-l admits an almost contact metric structure (lft*, g*, W*, w*).
In the case in which the lft-manifold with complemented frames M2n is normal, com- 

puting the expression

[q'lB'X*, lftB'Y*]-q'l[lftB'X*, B'Y*] -lft[B'X*, lftB'Y*]+lft2[B' X*, B'Y*]

+dv' (B'X*, B'Y*) V' +dw' (B'X*, B'Y*) W' =0,

we can obtain

(7.2) [lft*X*, lft*Y*J-q'l*[lft*X*, Y*J-q'>*[X*, q'l*Y*J+lft*2[X*, PJ+dw*(X*, Y*) W*

=0,

because of

rdv" (X*, Y*) +Odw" (X*, Y*) =0.

Differentiating the second equation of (5.19) covariantly along 71:' (M2"-1), we find
V*x* w" =lft*X*, that is,

(7.3) V*x*W*= ~ lft*X*,

where V * is the Riemannian connection of the metric tensor field g*.
We can put

(7.4) K'B'X*=B'K*X*+m*(X*)Q'.

Next, differentiating (4. 3) covariantly along 1C' (M2,.-I) and taking account of (5. 7), .
(5. 19) and (7.4), we obtain

(7.5)

(7.6)

V*x*lft*Y*=-k*(X*, Y*)V"-g*(X*, Y*)W"

+v"(Y*)K*X* +w"(Y*)X*,

rk*(X*, Y*)+og*(X*, Y*)=m*(X*)v"(Y*),

where k*(X*, Y*) =g*(K*X*, Y*).
Taking account of the symmetry property of the tensor field k*, we have from (7.6)

that m*(X*) =A*V" (X*), where A* is a certain scalar function. Then (7.6) can re,
written as

(7.7) rk*(X*, Y*) +og*(X*, Y*) =).*v" (X*) v" (Y*).

Substituting (7. 7) into (7. 5), we obtain

A*x"'lft*Y*= r; (-g*(X*, Y*) W"+w"(Y*)X*),
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. that is,

r*x*9*Y* =_L( -g*(X*, Y*) W*+w*(Y*)X*).
r

From (5. 20), (5.21), (7. 1), (7.2), (7.3) and (7.8), we obtain the following
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THEOREM 7. 1. Suppose that the vector field pI defined by (5. 21) in a normal metric 9
manifold M2n with complemented frames is parallel. Then the hypersurface M2n-l of M2n
such that M2n=M2n-l X lIIl admits a tensor field 1>* of type (1,1), a metric tensor field
g*, a vector field w* and a I-form w* such that

1>*2= -1+ w *,-~ W*, 1>*W*=O, w*a1>*=O, w* (W*) = 1,

g*(9*X*, 9*Y*) +w(*X*)w*(Y*) =g*(X*, Y*),

(7.9) v*xd.F*= 1 ~*X*,
r

er- *.\*9*) i'* =_1_ (- g* (X*, Y*) w*+w* (y*) X*),
r

[1>*, 9*J! dw*:':'W*=o,

where T is a constant, r+ 1, [«ft*, 1>*J is the Nijenhuis tensor field formed with 9* and
x* is all arbitrary t'ector field of M2n-l.

The set (1;*, g*, W*, w*) satisfying (7.9) seems closely related to a Sasakial1 structure.
From the third equation of (7. 9), we have

r2(v*z*J7*y*w*)X*=w*(Y*)g*(X*, Z*) -w*(X*)g*(Y*, Z*),

and using the Ricci formula, we obtain

(7. 10) r2R*(Z*, Y*, X*, W*) =w*(Z*)g*(X*, Y*) -w*(}'*)g*(X*, Z*),

where R* denotes the curvature tensor field of M2n-l.
Similarly, from the fourth equation of (7.9) and the Ricci formula, we obtain

r2R*(rp*Z*, 9*1'*, X*, A*)

(7.11) =r2R*(Z*, P, X*, A*) +9*(Z*, A*)<p*(Y*, X*) -<p*(Y*, A*)<p*(Z*, X*)

-g*(Z*, A*)g*(Y*, X*) -+-g*(Y*, A"')g*(Z*, X*),

where we have put

<p*(X*, Y*) =g*(<<ft*X*, Y*).

Moreover we have

R*(rp*X*, Y*, 9*Z*, A*) =R*(<<ft*Z*, A*, if;*X*, Y*).
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(7.15)

Replacing Z* and X* by tjJ*Z* and tjJ*X* respectively in (7.11), we have

r2R*(tjJ*Z*, Y*,tjJ*X*,A*)-r2R*(tjJ*Z*, Y*,tjJ*A*,X*)

(7.13) =g*(Y*, X*)g*(Z*, A*) -g*(Z*, X*)g*(Y*, A*)

+w*(Z*)w*(X*)g*(Y*, A*) -w*(Z*)w*(A*)g*(Y*, X*)

-q>*(Y*, X*)q>*(Z*, A*) +q>*(Z*, X*)q>*(Y*, A*).

Using the Bianchi identity and taking account of (7.11), we obtain

r2R*(tjJ*Z*, A*, tjJ*Y*, X*) -fR*(tjJ*Y*, A*, tjJ*Z*, X*)

(7.14) =r2R*(Z*, Y*, A*, X*) +q>*(Z*, X*)q>*(Y*, A*) -q>*(Y*, X*)qJ*(Z*, A*)

-g*(Z*, X*)g*(Y*, A*) +g*(Y*, X*)g*(Z*, A*L

Now let v* he any unit vector field on M2,,-1 and consider the section determined by

4>*V* and tjJ*2V*, which are orthogonal to each other. We call this a C-holomorphic

section, and the sectional curvature 4k1 determined by such a section the C-holomorphic

sectional curvature:

_ R*(tjJ*V*, 4>*2V*, ijJ*V*, 1fi*2V*)
4k1 - -g*(tjJ*V*, tjJ*V*)g*(tjJ*2V*, tjJ*2V*).

Taking account of (7.9) and (7.10), (7.15) is written by

(7.16)

R*(tjJ*V*, Vii:, tjJ*V*, V*) + ~ w*(V*)w*(V*) {l-w*(V*)w*(V*)}

+4k1 {1-w*(V*)w*(V*)} {l-w*(V*)w*(V*)} =0.

Now, if we assume k1 is independent of the choice of C-holomorphic section at an ar
bitrary point of M2a-l, then (7.16) should he satisfied for amitmty V*. Ih this case, by
the well known method (e. g., § 20f [4J) and by so1l1e cotl1plicated computationS, we
have, by virtue of (7.10) - (7.14),

R*(X*, Y*, Z*, A*) = (c+~ ) [g*(Y*, Z*)g*(X*, A*) -g*(Y*,A*)g*(X*, Z*)J
r

(7.17) -c[w*(X*) {w'*(A!I:)g*(Y*, Z*) -w*(Z*)g*(Y*, A*)}

-w*(Y*) {w*(A*)g*(X*, Z*) -w*(Z*)g*(X*, A*)}

-q,*(X*, A*)q>*(Y*, Z*) +q>*(Y*, A*)q>*(X*, Z*)

+2q>*(X*, Y*)q>*(Z*, A*)],

where c is a constant denned by 4c=4k1- ~ • Thus we have the following
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THEOREM 7.2. If. in a manifold M 2n-l with a structure (if>*. g*, W*, w*) satisfying
(7. 9), the C-holomorphic sectional curvature is independent of C-holomorphic section at a
point of 1\12n-l, then the curvature tensor of M2n-l has components of the form (7.17),
where c and r are constants and n=l= 1 and r=l= 1.

Next. we assume that all hypotheses of theorem 5. 2 are satisfied. In this case we can
consider a submanifold M2n-l with a structure (if>*, g*, W*, w*) satisfying (7.9) such that
M2n=M2n-l X Ml, where M2. is an f-manifold with comp1emented frames.
Moreover we assume that above M2n is a v'-cylindrical submanifold of codimension 3
in a Sasakian manifold 8 2n+3 with respect to BU or C.

Under these assumptions, first of all, we can see easily that

(7.18)

Using the relation

dcp*(X*, Y*, Z*) =0.

I1 *x* W" =t/J*X*

and computing the sectional curvature with respect to the section determined by X* and
W* for any unit vector field X* orthogonal to W":

R*(X*, TV", W", X*)

=g* (r *x*17 *w" i-V" - r*w"17*x* 1V"-V*[x', W"= 1V", X*)

we have, by the similar method used in § 4,

R*(X*, TV", lV",X*)=g*(_tjJ*2X*_(£w nif>*)X*, X*).

Since £W"g*=O and

£w"p*(X*, Y*) =d9*(W", X*, Y*) =0

by virtue of (7. 18), we have

R*(X*, W", W", X*) =g*(X*-w*(X*) W*, X*)

(7.19)
=g*(X*, X*) - \ w"(X*)g*(W", X*).

r

On the other hand" since Af 2n - 1 is a totally geodesic hypersurface of Al2n, the equation
of Gauss is written as

(7.20) R' (B' X*, B'Y*, B'Z*, B'A*) =R*(X*, Y*, Z*, A*).

If 8 2n+3 is of constant C-holomorphic sectional curvature, then we have the relation (6. 3).
In this case, setting X'=B'X*, Y'=B'Y*, Z'.=B'Z* and A'=B'A* in (6.3), taking
account of (7. 20) and substituting (7. 4) into it, we have, after some computations,
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R*(X*, Y*, Z*, A*) =k*(Y*, Z*) k* (X*, A*) -k*(Y*, A*)k*(X*, Z*)

-+- (c' +1) [g*(Y*, Z*)g*(X*, A*)-g*(Y*, A*)g*(X*, Z*)J

(7.21) -c'[w" (X*) {w" (A*)g* (Y*, Z*)-w"(Z*)g*(Y*, A*)}

-w" (y*) {w" (A*) g* (X*, Z*) -w" (Z*) g* (X*, A*) }

-~*(X*, A*)~*(Y*, Z*) +~*(Y*, A*)~*(X*, Z*)

+2~*(X*, Y*)~*(Z*,A*)J.

For the case in which the unit vector field x* is orthogonal to W", from (7.21), we
have

(7.22) R*(X*, W", W",X*)=k*(W", W")k*(X*,X*)-k*(X*, W")k*(X*, W")

+ (c' +1)r2-c'r4,

by virtue of

g*(W", W") =g' (B'W", B'W") =g' (W' -OQ', W'-oQ') =1-02=r2.

On the other hand, from (7. 7), since X* is a unit vector field orthogonal to W", we
have

k*(X* X*) =-~, r ' k*(X*, W") =0, k*(W", W")=ro(-l+.:t*o).

Substituting these relations into (7.22) and comparing the result with (7. 19), we have

-02(-1 +;(*0) + (c' +1)rLc'r4=1,

that is,

(7.23)
2,*-Lc,

A - 0 .

(7.7)'

Thus, (7. 7) is written as

k*(X*, Y*)=-+g*(X*, Y*) ++c'v" (X*) v" (X*)

=-~g*(X*, Y*) +roc'w*(X*) w* (X*).
r

Substituting (7. 7)' into (7. 21), we obtain

R*(X*, Y*, Z*, A*) = (c' + ~ )[g*(Y*, Z*)g*(X*, A*)-g*(Y*, A*)g*(X*, Z*)J

-c'[w*(X*) {w* (A*)g* (Y*, Z*) -w*(Z*)g*(Y*, A*)}

-w*(Y*) {w* (A*)g* (X*, Z*)-w*(Z*)g*(X*, A*)}
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-9*(X*, A*).p*( Y*, Z*) +.p* (Y*, A*).p*(X*, Z*)

+2'P*(X*, Y*ho*(Z*, A*)J.
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Therefore, by the theorem 7.2, we conclude that M2n-l is of constant C-holomorphic
sectional curvature. Thus we have the following

THEOREM 7. 3. We assume that all hypotheses of theorem 5. 2 are satisfied and let M2n
be a v'-cylindrical submanifold of S2n+3 with respect to one of three normal vector fields
defined on M2n. In this case, If the Sasakian manifold 8 210+3 is of constant C-holomorphic
sectional curvature, then the submanifold M2n-1 with the structure (if>*, g*, W*, w*) satis
fying (7. 9) is also of constant C-holomorphic sectional curvature.
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